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Designed to keep feet clean, dry and sexy with it's pop of color and sleek design, the Nike Studio

Wrap is answering the call of more women performing workouts with their bare feet, by

providing customized support and a new way to avoid common studio pitfalls like slips on mats,

hygiene and loss of traction.

The Nike Studio Wrap
Youtube/Clyde Edwards
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A three-part footwear system (wrap, ribbon and flat),

it provides various levels of support, allowing you to get

a grip in yoga, dance, pilates, barre or any class you

chose.

It also comes with a flat which transforms the entire wrap

into a street shoe.

Now who wouldn't love that?

The ribbons are also beautiful, allowing for customized

support around your ankles and foot, as well as a

chance for you to rock out your own unique style.

The Nike Tadasana Capris, $70, look beautiful with

the wrap and come in a variety of colors from solid black

to a striped black, white, matte, silver pattern.

Storage is also easy too.

The wrap pack comes in a box which has

compartments for the mesh bag, ribbons and wrap

which can be tossed into the wash or your gym bag for

a portable workout combo.

Now doesn't that sound better than packing multiple pairs of shoes or going into the studio with

your bare feet alone?

Nike Studio Wrap Pack, $110.00.

Stylish alternative to child
and pet gates actually
enhances your home
Just the thought of rickety wooden pet
gates or the clunky plastic child gates
designed to keep kids and pets in a
room or away from the stairs makes any
interior designer cringe. In fact,...

Roundup 'probably' causes
cancer according to World
Health Organization
The WHO cancer research group,
International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) has researched data
regarding Roundup causing cancer in
human beings. Roundup, the highest
selling herbicide in the...

The Nike Studio Wrap
Nike

View all
6 photos

Nike
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